What are our clothes made from & why?

AGE RANGE: 5–7 years

OVERVIEW
Pupils ask and investigate scientific questions to better understand what fabric their clothes are made from. They use their own clothes and items from around the school, providing a real-world context for investigating, identifying and classifying materials based on their properties. Pupils also learn more about sustainability and responsible use of materials.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
• Describe the simple physical properties of everyday materials
• Compare and group together a variety of everyday materials on the basis of their simple physical properties

WORKING SCIENTIFICALLY
• Use observations and ideas to suggest answers to questions
• Gather and record data to help in answering questions
• Draw simple conclusions from evidence

RESOURCES
• Washing baskets x 2
• Range of clothing
• Alternative Materials Fact Cards
• Clothing Writing Templates

KEY WORDS
• fabric
• sort
• classify
• group
• identify
• describe

TO SUPPORT TEACHING
• 5-7 Great Fashion Share Video
• 5-7 Great Science Conclusion Creator

Inspire your pupils by exploring careers in STEM using our Careers Chat resources. Download profile cards for Kevin and Jane and watch the accompanying videos.
Step-by-step guide

Pupils investigate the different fabrics used to make their clothes and why. They identify the properties of the fabrics and which types of clothing they are best used for.

Play the [5-7 Great Fashion Share Video](part 1) with Jane and Kevin to set the scene. Pause when Kevin sets the challenge of sorting clothes.

1. Collect a large range of clothing, including a variety of fabrics (e.g. wool- a wool jumper or hat; cotton - a school shirt; polyester - a school blazer or gym top)
   Try to collect clothing that the pupils may be familiar with and not so familiar with, e.g.
   - school uniform
   - casual or sports clothes, e.g. jeans
   - adult clothing, e.g. could the pupils borrow a piece of uniform or work wear from the head teacher, site manager?
   - outdoor wear, e.g. high-vis, coats – waterproof & not.

2. Pile the clothes in the middle of the carpet area.
   Encourage the pupils to explore an item by touch (preferably not their own item if brought from home).
   - What does it feel like?
   - What words describe the way it feels?
   - Where/when would you wear it?
   - What is its main job? e.g. to keep you warm/cool/dry
   - What colour is it?
   
   Encourage pupils to use language to describe it – soft, smooth, warm, shiny, rough, dull, colourful. Explore the properties together and write down the main characteristics.

3. Place 2 empty washing baskets for the pupils to sort the clothes into groups. Start with ‘think, pair, share’. Give them a few minutes in pairs to come up with ways to classify the ‘washing’. Pupils share their ideas with the class on how the clothing can be classified:
   - dark/light colours
   - indoor/outdoor clothing
   - warm weather/cool weather clothing
   
   Sort the clothes according to the pupils’ classifications.
   After a few different ‘sorts’, ask the pupils to think more about what the items are made from (cotton/not cotton). If they’re not sure, ask them ‘how can we find out?’

4. Demonstrate how to find out the type of fabric using the label.
   Ask pupils to look at the label in one of the items of clothing. If they see a few different materials on their label, explain that they will use the ‘main one’ (first on the list).
   What other information can we find on the label? e.g. Where it is made?

   You could try the ‘Where do clothes come from’ activity from Fashion Fixers to Extend The Learning (see next page).

5. Collate the pupils’ data using a tally chart on the board as they read their clothes labels. Explain that they are going to use that information to see which fabric is used the most.
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6. Once all the pupils have added their data, begin to look for patterns. The 5-7 Great Science Conclusion Creator can support pupils to think about what their data is showing to identify the most used fabric.

I have discovered that _____ is the most used fabric.

Our tally chart shows this because ____ clothes were made from _____ and this was the highest number.

7. Play the rest of the 5-7 Great Fashion Share Video. Extend the pupils’ thinking by sharing the ‘Alternative Material Fact cards’ asking them to ‘wonder why’ some other fabrics are used for different types of clothing or things we have in our home, e.g. shower curtain, carpets, tea towels.

‘We found out that most items are made out of polyester. We wonder if it’s because it is cheap to make.’

‘We found out that most items are made out of cotton. We wonder if in the future they could be made from bamboo because it is cheaper.’

Create a GSSfS Washing Line in the classroom using the ‘Clothing Writing Templates’ or hand drawings of clothes items. Pupils add key facts about the most common material or write their conclusion.

E.g. We discovered that...
20 school T-shirts were made out of cotton
10 jumpers were made out of cotton

EXTEND THE LEARNING!

Has the Great Fashion Share ignited an interest in your pupils? Follow up activities are available through Energising Futures’ Fashion Fixers challenge. The free resources enable pupils to explore the impacts the fashion industry has on our world and showcases science and technological innovations for a more sustainable fashion future.

Take me to the resources
How is bamboo fabric made?

1. Removing the bamboo cellulose: bamboo leaves and the soft inner part from the bamboo trunk are crushed.
2. Soaking the bamboo fibres: crushed bamboo fibres are soaked in a special solution.
3. Spinning the fibres: the fibres are washed and spun into yarn that can be woven into fabric.

Properties
- stretchy
- breathable
- keeps you warm

Bamboo comes from China and other countries in East Asia.

Where does alpaca wool come from?

The fur of an alpaca is called ‘fleece’ or ‘fibre’.

1 alpaca fleece = 4 jumpers

It can take 4 people to cut the fleece from the alpaca. It comes off in one big piece and is then used to make clothes. This process is called ‘shearing’.

Alpacas eat grass. They only graze on the top layer of grass so the underneath can continue to grow without having to be re-planted. Alpaca fleece is very sustainable and good for the environment.

Properties
- soft
- eco-friendly
- keeps you warm

What do you think could be made from alpaca wool?
AGE RANGE: 7–11 years

OVERVIEW
Pupils explore why specific fabrics are used in their clothing and question how sustainable these choices are, introducing the idea of responsible consumption and production. By identifying the main fabrics used to make their uniforms, pupils investigate microfibre shedding which has a direct impact on life below water. They draw conclusions, giving reasons using their evidence from comparative tests combined with information gathered from secondary sources. Pupils understand what influences the decisions fashion companies make on which fabric to use, considering the impact on our world.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
• Give reasons based on evidence from comparative tests for the particular uses of everyday materials
• Recognise that environments can change and that this can pose dangers to living things

WORKING SCIENTIFICALLY
• Use results to draw conclusions from evidence that is not straight forward, to suggest improvements and raise further questions.
• Report and present findings, including conclusions, causal relationships and explanations and degree of trust in results, in oral and written forms.
• Identify scientific evidence that has been used to support or refute ideas or arguments.

RESOURCES (groups of 3–4)
• A range of school uniform with readable labels (at least two items per child) – shirts/jumpers/fleece/trousers/skirts/PE kit/lost property/spares etc.
• Sticky tape
• Magnifying glasses (as many as possible)
• Fabric Fact Cards
• Gather Your Evidence Table
• Sample Results Table

KEY WORDS
• fabric
• properties
• microfibre
• shedding
• observe
• describe

TO SUPPORT TEACHING
• 7-11 Great Fashion Share Video
• 7-11 Great Science Conclusion Creator

Inspire your pupils by exploring careers in STEM using our Careers Chat resources. Download profile cards for Kevin and Jane and watch the accompanying videos.
Step-by-step guide

Play the 7-11 Great Fashion Share Video with Jane and Kevin to set the scene.

1. Place the clothing in a pile at the front of the class and ask the pupils to suggest how they could sort the clothing in different ways, e.g. colour, type of clothing, use. If not identified independently, ask them how they could use clothes labels to sort differently?

2. Each pupil will then collect an item of clothing and explore the label (modelled by teacher). They will sort and classify using the question, ‘What types of fabric are used to make our uniform?’ Using the Gather Your Evidence Table, each pupil will add their data as tally marks in the appropriate column.

3. Give pupils the Fabric Fact Cards and direct them to look at the advantages for each fabric. Encourage them to make statements that link why they think specific fabrics have been chosen to make their clothing.

4. Explain how each piece of clothing has the potential of shedding tiny bits of fabric called microfibres when they are washed or rubbed. Microfibres can be damaging to the environment, especially life below water. Encourage pupils to predict which items of their uniform they think will shed the most.

5. Pupils work in groups of 3 or 4 and select 5 items of clothing to investigate. For each piece, they should record the type of clothing and the fabrics it is made from.

6. Encourage pupils to look closely at their samples. Practise using a magnifying glass by putting it close to the eye and moving towards the sticky tape. Use microscopes (digital or standard) to look even closer at the microfibres.

7. Ask pupils to analyse by ranking their samples from 1 (least microfibres shed) to 5 (most microfibres shed).
Step-by-step guide cont...

8. Use the 7-11 Great Science Conclusion Creator to develop a class conclusion. This will relate to which item of clothing sheds the most microfibres.

Now, ask the pupils to look at the disadvantages on the Fabric Fact Cards. As a class discuss if their conclusions have changed. Do they still think the same item of clothing is the most harmful to the environment? Encourage pupils to use the evidence collected to support their reasoning.

9. Pupils can share their questions, enquiry processes and findings in an assembly as part of your schools' Great Science Share for Schools event.

Use the Talk Prompts in the fashion-linked Great Question Ponder as part of science and oracy development.

What is better - long lasting, expensive clothes or affordable clothes with a shorter lifespan?

EXTEND THE LEARNING!

Has the Great Fashion Share ignited an interest in your pupils? Follow up activities are available through Energising Futures’ Fashion Fixers challenge.

The free resources enable pupils to explore the impacts the fashion industry has on our world and showcases science and technological innovations for a more sustainable fashion future.

Take me to the resources
Cotton

**Advantages**
- Is a natural fibre that comes from a cotton-plant
- Is naturally anti-bacterial
- When woven ‘breathes’ well (keeps people cool so it allows you to wear more and wash it less!)
- Is moisture-wicking (absorbs moisture)
- Is soft and comfortable on the skin
- Is easy to dye different colours
- Organic cotton is biodegradable and renewable

**Disadvantages**
- Non-organic cotton is not sustainable because it needs lots of water to grow
- Is very slow-drying
- Shrinks in hot water
- Stretches over time and loses its shape
- Coloured dyes fade when washed
- Wrinkles very easily
- Can attract mould and mildew when wet

Fascinating Fact

It takes 10,000-20,000 litres of water to produce just 1kg of cotton. When mixed with polyester, it doesn’t shrink or crease.

Polyester

**Advantages**
- Is extremely durable and long-lasting
- Is wrinkle and abrasion-resistant
- Is easy to clean
- Is cheap to make
- Dries quickly
- Can be dyed easily and retains colour when washed
- Is a very versatile fibre

**Disadvantages**
- A man-made fibre called polyethylene terephthalate (PET) is the most widely used plastic in the world
- Is not as breathable as natural fibres
- Can feel rough or sweaty in hot conditions
- Requires the most energy to make out of all textile fibres
- Produces up to 9.5kg of CO2 emissions per tonne of fibre
- Needs an extreme amount of water to keep all the machines cool when it’s being made
- Is not a sustainable fabric
- Is not biodegradable

Fascinating Fact

Polyester fibres are three times finer than silk and can be woven very tightly into fabrics that are windproof and waterproof!
Fascinating Facts:

Elastane is also sometimes called Spandex or Lycra and can stretch up to 5 times its size without breaking and go back to its original shape!

It is rarely used on its own, most often it is blended with another fibre type to make clothing.

Advantages

- Is very strong
- Is durable - resistant to wear and tear
- Is versatile
- Can be used to make silky fabrics
- Is lightweight
- Is water-resistant
- Is easy-to-clean
- Can be dyed different colours
- Quick-drying

Disadvantages

- Is a man-made fibre
- Is expensive to make
- Is highly flammable
- Nylon production is energy-intensive
- Can pill (become bobbly/fuzzy)
- Feels clammy in humid conditions
- Contributes to the accumulation of plastic waste in the natural environment
- Is not biodegradable

Fascinating Fact

Nylon was first used to make the bristles in toothbrushes!

Nylon was first produced in 1935 by Wallace Carothers, who worked for DuPont in Delaware, USA.

Elastane

Advantages

- Is neither a natural fibre or man-made! It comes from wood pulp but is heavily processed to become a fabric
- Is durable and strong
- Is highly elastic and retains its shape
- Enhances the fit of clothing

Disadvantages

- Can become too stretched out over time
- Oils, sweat and washing detergents can break it down
- A variety of toxic chemicals are used in the production of elastane - if these aren't disposed of properly, they could damage the environment
- Is not biodegradable

Fascinating Fact

Elastane was invented in the 1950s by the DuPont company in Delaware, USA.
### Acrylic

**Advantages**
- A man-made fibre originating from oil
- Is lightweight
- Is warm and so often used as a wool substitute
- Is easy to wash
- Is cheap
- Is resistant to moths and chemicals

**Disadvantages**
- Is weaker than wool
- Pills (becomes bobbly) over time
- Is not as breathable as natural fibres
- Is not biodegradable

**Fascinating Facts**
- Acrylic fabric is used in hair extensions and wigs!
- Acrylic fabrics are highly flammable and once alight are difficult to put out.

---

### Wool

**Advantages**
- Is a natural fibre which comes from sheep fleeces
- Wool fabrics trap air in them making them good insulators
- Is moisture-wicking and odour-resistant
- Fine wool fibres can be made into fine fabrics that do not crease
- Is lightweight
- Takes on colour dyes well
- Is biodegradable

**Disadvantages**
- Can feel itchy for some people
- Requires special care to avoid shrinkage
- Can be expensive
- Is affected by moths
- Shrinks with heat and moisture
- Absorbs odour

**Fascinating Facts**
- There are over 40 different breeds of sheep that produce over 200 different types of wool fibre!
- Wool absorbs and repels water at the same time! The outer surface of wool repels liquid but the inside absorbs water vapour.
**Viscose (Rayon)**

**Advantages**
- Is made from wood pulp
- Is soft and smooth with a silky feel
- Drapes well
- Is biodegradable
- Is versatile - it blends well with other fibres
- Is ‘breathable’
- Does not trap body heat
- Is not expensive

**Disadvantages**
- Is not as durable as other fabrics
- Wrinkles easily
- It can shrink when washed
- Fibres are weakened when wet
- Production can be environmentally intensive

**Fascinating Facts**
Viscose was originally made as an alternative to silk.

Viscose is a fabric which comes from a natural and sustainable source (wood pulp), but it needs to be processed using many chemicals to become a fabric.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>What fabrics are used to make which clothing?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cotton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jumpers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shorts/trousers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shirts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skirts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoodies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item of uniform</th>
<th>Fabric the uniform is made from</th>
<th>Results of shedding test</th>
<th>Ranking (1 - most shedding, 5 - least shedding)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
How reliable is published information about sustainable fashion?

AGE RANGE: 11–14 years

OVERVIEW
There is a strong focus on the transferable skill of evaluating the reliability of information gained from secondary sources. Pupils are challenged to explore a range of sources and make judgements on their reliability, including levels of trustworthiness and accuracy. Responsible consumption and production is addressed by introducing pupils to the concept of greenwashing and the influence this has on people's buying habits.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
• Understand the roles played by public institutions and voluntary groups in society, and the ways in which citizens work together to improve their communities.

WORKING SCIENTIFICALLY
• Paying attention to objectivity and concern for accuracy, precision, repeatability and reproducibility
• Understand the importance of publishing results and peer review

RESOURCES (groups of 2–3)
• Laptop/device with internet access
• Sample Evidence Table

TO SUPPORT TEACHING
• 11-14 Great Fashion Share Video
• 11-14 Great Science Conclusion Creator
• Great Science Reliability Checker

KEY WORDS
• greenwashing
• sustainability
• reliability
• fast fashion
• lobbying

Inspire your pupils by exploring careers in STEM using our Careers Chat resources. Download profile cards for Kevin and Jane and watch the accompanying videos.
1. Play the 11-14 Great Fashion Share Video which addresses global issues such as clothing going to landfill and introduces the term ‘greenwashing’. Jane and Kevin introduce pupils to the key questions as initial discussion prompts with your class:

Do shops promote ‘being sustainable’ as part of their advertising?
Does this influence where you decide to shop?

2. Elicit what the pupils know by asking them if they have heard of the term ‘fast fashion’ and allow them time to discuss and share their thoughts in small groups. Prompt further discussion by asking the question, ‘What do you consider when you are buying your clothes?’
They can order or rank the following: cost, brand, if it's promoted by an influencer, how available it is, whether they can buy it in person or online.

3. Explain the task - pupils will search for information on the internet to identify what information is available related to fashion and sustainability. Encourage the pupils to look for a range of different types of information from different sources.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of Information</th>
<th>Sources of Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Government Reports</td>
<td>Government websites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Papers or academic journal articles</td>
<td>Industry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blogs</td>
<td>Councils and membership organisations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magazine articles</td>
<td>Campaigning groups or networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social media posts</td>
<td>Charities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vlogs</td>
<td>The Press</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Videos</td>
<td>Shops and retailers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Brand websites</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Sort and classify the information based on how reliable each source of information is. To support, use the Great Science Reliability Checker. Model the process and encourage pupils to record their evidence in the Sample Evidence Table.

**Note:** It will be important to remind pupils that they are not recording details of what is being reported in the sources. Their focus is on how reliable the source of information is.

NB: Whilst researching, your pupils may come across quality marks specific to the fashion and textiles industry. This provides an opportunity to discuss whether they enhance the reliability of the information.

5. Ask pupils to review their tables of evidence and identify which sources of information are most and least reliable. They may consider those that need further scrutiny.

6. Draw conclusions, using the 11-14 Great Science Conclusion Creator to support as necessary.

Remind pupils of the enquiry question:

7. As a plenary to the task, engage the pupils in considering whether any of this activity may influence their own shopping habits.

Will they ask more questions in future to check how reliable the information they receive is before they spend their money?

Will they help family, friends and others to do the same?

If so, what’s had the biggest impact on them?

Share outcomes in one of these ways:

- Write a blog or post a message to prompt people to find alternative solutions to limiting fashion waste?
- Produce your own research report or article about fast fashion
- Deliver an input in a school assembly
- Write a poem that draws attention to the issues

Use the Talk Prompts in the fashion-linked Great Question Ponder as part of science and oracy development.

EXTEND THE LEARNING!

Has the Great Fashion Share ignited an interest in your pupils? Follow up activities are available through Energising Futures’ Fashion Fixers challenge. The free resources enable pupils to explore the impacts the fashion industry has on our world and showcases science and technological innovations for a more sustainable fashion future.

What is better - long lasting, expensive clothes or affordable clothes with a shorter lifespan?

Take me to the resources
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source of evidence</th>
<th>Evidence type</th>
<th>Notes on reliability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Campaigning group or network</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Retailer/fashion brand</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Government or academic report</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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